The development of scrapped car recycling industry must be adapted to the development of China's automobile industry. According to the Traffic Management Bureau of Ministry of Public Security, China has more than 264 million vehicles at the end of 2014, among which there have 154 million autos, ranking the second place after US in the world [1]. With the continued explosive growth of vehicles in China in recent years, the speed of car scrapping and updating rises sharply. In 2000 there are 580,000 scrapped cars, and in 2011 there are more than 4 million scrapped cars in China. It is estimated that there are more than 14 million scrapped cars in 2020. As the country that produces and sells the most vehicles in the world, China must solve the problem of recycling scrapped car and seize the opportunity to move ahead of other countries in resource utilization, environmental protection, and traffic safety.

Nowadays the technology and system of scrapped car recycling industry is quite mature in developed countries [2]. There is a big gap between the scrapped car recycling industry in China and in developed countries. Domestic vehicle scrapping system manages scrapped automobiles mainly based on traffic safety to prohibit using scrapped parts for illegally vehicle assembling, lack of consideration for environmental protection and resource recycling. Also it is lack of specific requirements and regulations about reasonable scrapped car recycling and solution to the problem of public hazards caused by scrapped car [3]. Recyclable resource of scrapped car is numerous. Take material of scrapped car as an example. Recycling revenue can reach to 3000 Yuan each car, and China's scrapped auto recycling market is expected to have the scale of 30 billion Yuan. Scrapped car recycling industry in China, however, still experiences many difficulties at present, lack of stamina. Except the proverbial reason for the low level of science and technology and undeveloped related policy, there is another important restriction factor that China lacks the sense of the circular, the innovated idea of economy development and the key technology and equipment [4].

2 The importance of policy guidance

The development of scrapped car recycling industry is not only a market problem and industry problem, but also a social problem, which needs reasonable policy guidance and support. With high residual value, scrapped vehicles can be recycled in accordance with the market-oriented operation. However, there are high social risks to develop scrapped car recycling industry purely relying on market economic law. On one hand, at present scrapped automobiles are treat as waste materials by most related enterprises in our country, in workshop-style, lack of advanced disassembling equipment and technology, work staff with relatively low quality, which cannot guarantee recycling revenue with existing disassembling efficiency. Not to mention the low level of environmental protection, in the disassembling process waste oil, batteries, heavy metal from electronic components, and Freon-the air conditioner refrigerant will cause great pollution on soil, water and atmosphere. On the other hand, there are many illegal disassembling dens driven by profit, and they even produce assembling cars into the market, which brings a serious threat to people’s safety [5]. Therefore, concerning
about the backward views of the series of problems such as circular economy, traffic safety, and environmental pollution, scrapped car recycling policies need to play a positive role on standardizing enterprise operation, improving technology level, strengthening environmental protection and defending corporate interests, and to guide, standardize the benign development of industry through macro management.

Firstly, scrapped car recycling industry policy should attach great importance to the guiding role of enterprise standardized management and the support of advanced disassembling and recycling technology. The disassembling and recycling of scrapped car cannot be done by salvage station. It needs to cultivate professional companies to undertake the job. Scrapped automobiles and parts, for example, will cause environment pollution in the step of disassembling, crushing and recycling. If lead, chromium or mercury diffuses, the waste oil will leak into the soil directly and cause irreversible effects on the environment. Except whether enterprises attach importance to environment protection or not, the available technology is also a key reason if the environment pollution problems can be prevented. As a result, on the premise of the scientific forecast about the adverse effects each link of scrapped automobiles recycling may bring on environment, it needs to ensure strict recycling program and standardized enterprise management by law, and to support the technology growth of relevant enterprises by policy, which will help the industry obtain a healthy and sustainable development[6].

Second, it needs to improve the relevant laws and regulations as soon as possible and intensify law enforcement. According to the developing trend of circular economy and society, considering of disassembling and recycling from the angle of system engineering, balance security, environmental protection, resources utilization and other factors, it needs urgently to formulate and perfect the completed relevant mandatory standards and industry regulation system about scrapped car recycling according with national conditions of China. In particular, the relevant policies and regulations need to be proactive and avoid discontinuity, because constantly changing policies is quite hurtful to the development of emerging industries. For example, to improve the scrap subsidies for old car exchanging a new one and environmental protection subsidies in the disassembling process, which is one of the major short-term measures that affect scrapped automobiles disassembling and recycling industry, will undoubtedly improve the condition of scrapped car recycling, but once a while discontinuous policy caused the serious volatility of recovery rate[7]. On the other hand, to strengthen the law enforcement is an important support to ensure the policy is effective and defend the benefit of the relevant enterprises. Before vehicle reaching its legal service life, for example, it is determined by regular inspection whether vehicles should be scrapped. But this link relies on the qualified domestic related social service agencies and technologies, and it also needs the guarantee of law enforcement. In addition, because there are some loopholes of the current relevant supervision, driven by the interests, a large number of scrapped automobiles are sold into "black market" of illegal assembled car. After re-assembled, scrapped automobiles come into use again, which is a serious threat to traffic safety and directly leads to the problem that the enterprises of recycling and disassembling do not have enough to “eat”.

In addition, it is an inevitable trend of scrapped car recycling in the circular economy society, and scrapped car recycling will also bring potentially huge economic interests. Currently many government departments are involved in automobile scrapped car recycling policies, including the Ministry of Commerce, National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), Public Security and Traffic Department, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology and the Ministry of Science and Technology. How to implement the department coordination, how to efficiently manage mechanism of division of labor and ensure the seriousness of law enforcement, which are urgent issues to be solved.

3 Advanced recycling and disassembling technology is the inevitable choice for enterprise development

A car is a complex system involving multiple disciplines of mechanical – electro-hydraulic, composed of tens of thousands of components with different structure, material, and function. Therefore, it must adopt scientific methods and advanced technology to recycle scrapped automobiles. Scrapped automobiles recycling and disassembling is an emerging industry in our country, deeply relying on the policy, with the recycling and disassembling technology in early stage. Outdated technology is the core reason for restricting the development of the industry. Industry enterprise must develop their own core technology of increase recycling quantity, disassembling and re-utilization rate, and break through development bottleneck of prevalent low recycling and disassembling efficiency and low profit. If only relying on policy support, the enterprises will lack of vitality and space of sustainable development.

Firstly, the problem of the scrapped automobiles quantity recycled formally ought to be solved from technology level, avoiding the phenomenon of enterprises "do not have enough to eat". On one hand, it needs to improve the technical ability of scrapped car testing station, in order to ensure the standardization, rationality and fairness in the process of scrapped car test planning and solve the problem of who determines if the car is scrapped. On the other hand, it needs to develop advanced logistics network information system. At this stage, improving the scrap subsidies of old car exchange for a new one is a short-term measures which is conducive to promoting the owner voluntarily to scrap vehicle formally[8]. However, it still has to solve the convenience and habitual problem of car owner scrapping
vehicle formally from the technology level, which requires to build to an integrated vehicle formal scrap logistics network connecting the owner, department of traffic management, testing station, dismantling enterprises, and transportation companies and vigorously develop the advanced informationized logistics system.

Second, the viability and competitiveness of automobile disassembling enterprises depend on to a great extent the automobile disassembling technology and intellectualized equipment. The personage inside the industry says that Mercedes-Benz cars sold in Germany of Daimler company basically use recyclable components [9]. In France, some auto companies and recycling enterprises jointly established scrapped car recycling center, recycling nearly 75% of the parts. The proportion of recycled components scrapped car of in our country laggard far behind the proportion of these countries. It is not only due to vehicle producing factories and automotive spare parts factories not willing to adopt qualified recycled parts, but also due to backward low technical level of retrieving and disassembling scrapped automobiles. There are large numbers of disassembling enterprises in our country with small scale and poor specialization degree, which generally do not have advanced and reliable retrieving testing technology and remanufacturing technology and also lack advanced automatically disassembling equipment and remanufacturing equipment [10]. Some enterprise is even transformed from other disassembling industries or waste recycling companies, without the ability to identify professionally if the components can be remanufactured. Usually, scrapped car recycling involves the key technology about fatigue life evaluation of component, nondestructive test of structure and material, internal inspection, laser repair of surface damage and remanufacture of components. For key components, for example, combined with the part of the test response, calculate the reverse technology based on genetic algorithm is used to inverse the internal structure damage and fatigue life, belongs to the high efficiency and low cost of one of the nondestructive testing technology [11]. Similar to these of nondestructive testing technology is to realize the high efficiency, high quality car of retrieving and dismantling of the core technology, but at present domestic related enterprise technical strength and the high and new technology gap is obvious.

Along with our country automobile scrapping crush, retrieving and dismantling scrapped automobiles industry will usher in huge opportunities for development. Of retrieving and dismantling reuse of high and new technology will be China's automobile enterprises of retrieving and dismantling the basic way of realizing leap-forward development, is also the retrieving and dismantling scrapped automobiles industry in our country from the policy dependent to the high and new technology industry transformation.

**4 Technology synergy innovation in the automobile industry chain**

For retrieving and dismantling scrapped automobiles industry to enter, should formulate the corresponding examination and approval standards and management norms, open to the society as a whole, to encourage and cultivate professional car enterprises of retrieving and dismantling. The early stages of scrapped automobiles recycling is to solve the problem of waste vehicle "lost" anywhere. Some one-sided think scrap car recycling is disassembled recycle junk, ignores the more important parts of resources recycling [12]. With the development of modern circular economy society, retrieving and dismantling scrapped automobiles is not simple parts cleaning, repairing and reusing, it is also different from illegal dismantling dens of the vehicle assembly. Of retrieving and dismantling scrapped automobiles recycling system implement, the operation must be relying on the professional enterprise, but due to the industry involves the car design, manufacture, use and scrap the whole life cycle of each link, to encourage the automobile enterprises of retrieving and dismantling and car industry chain including vehicle, spare parts, automobile logistics and maintenance service, dismantling equipment industry and other kinds of synergy with the combination of the enterprise.

In particular, we should actively play a motor vehicle and parts production enterprises in the role of the scrap car recycling. Directly involved in the vehicle and parts production enterprises, has end in automotive product whole life cycle of the effect of echo. On the one hand, from the source, scrap recycling utilization level of auto parts to a large extent depends on these companies with qualified recycling parts will degree; , on the other hand, they can in the new product design and development of both the product recycling problem in the future, which can significantly reduce scrap auto disassembly cost, improve the utilization rate of recycling to reduce the pollution to the environment, to ensure the virtuous cycle of scrap car recycling industry. No OEMs, spare parts factory, in turn, to participate in and accept the components for remanufacturing, retrieving and dismantling scrapped automobiles can only stay at the primary stage of waste treatment. Back in 1991 America's three big car company general motors, ford and daimlerchrysler established vehicle recycling alliance (VRP), specification of scrapped automobiles recycling process, jointly funded research scrapped automobiles recycling technology, implementation technology in the field of non-compete share [13]. Development today, the United States have a perfect and mature scrapped automobiles recycling system and technology, the global scrap car recycling industry is second to none in the world.

It is worth mentioning that there are two unique industry supporting the scrap car recycling industry development, also has a good development space. One of, dismantling equipment industry. Advanced intelligent disassemble equipment is currently scrap car dismantling enterprises urgently need automated production hardware, also is the enterprise to ensure the high efficiency, high quality to complete the basic safeguard that dismantling the production task. For example, based on the
classification of the material type and sorting require very high degree of automation of production line[14]. Second, the auto service industry, including automotive logistics and auto maintenance. Vehicle maintenance and repair services, for example, the joint participation, can give full play to their structure principle, fault diagnosis, the car parts maintenance of professional and technical advantages. Automobiles, of course, the development of the recycling industry itself also will lead to the development of other related industries, for example, can be used as road materials, waste tires are the enterprise will be scrapped automobiles recycling of used for urban sculpture design just now[15].

5 Reverse design as new high ground of retrieving and dismantling scrapped automobiles enterprises development

You've already talked about, retrieving and dismantling scrapped automobiles and reuse is the important link to realize the sustainable development of auto industry, but how the whole industry chain in automobile industry needs new development ideas. Profit is always limited, how to let OEMs, parts factory, vehicle maintenance and repair services are willing or active participation in? First, you need to rely on to guide policy guidance and industry regulations and constraints, the enterprise performance of the car scrap recycling industry corresponding responsibilities and obligations, including those from scrap car recycling and utilization of qualified parts, auto forward development were considered in the design and manufacture stage whether in products and recycle and reuse, dissembling environmental protection requirements in the future [16].

In addition to the industry regulations of mandatory, more important is to want from the technology of retrieving and dismantling scrapped automobiles industry and market point of view, create let OEMs, spare parts factory, automobile maintenance service enterprise pursue of profit and the development space, to an actual enterprise active participation of the whole automobile industry chain and collaborative innovation development of scrap auto recycling industry [17]. This we must be good at mining car of retrieving and dismantling of the whole industry chain in the automobile industry gold mine, such as is the result of retrieving and dismantling scrapped automobiles firsthand material for automobile reverse design of large databases.

In general, the enclosed construction of retrieving and dismantling scrapped automobiles is mainly refers to the characteristics of the material circulation. We here at the same time is proposed for the car forward, reverse design of retrieving and dismantling scrapped automobiles closed system: not only can consider in the design of automobile is the future of retrieving and dismantling requirements of automotive of retrieving and dismantling process itself is the structure design of the reverse process, accumulated the massive databases can effectively guide the top-down design and production. Which makes the car of retrieving and dismantling is not just a "recycling company", but something really become automobile industry, become the important part of automobile industry chain.

There is no one company for companies on the market, all kinds of car after using the system analysis and study. Recycle and dismantling scrapped automobiles enterprises can form a professional team, specifically for recycling of massive traffic accident and natural end-of-life vehicles, construction vehicles before and after dismantling the system performance and the structure parameters of the components of this database, the classification of the development of automobile structure disassembly analysis and information management system, based on the failure characteristics, structural damage mechanism of all kinds of models, fatigue life and so on to carry out in-depth analysis and the statistical analysis of the system as well as the reverse design [18]. Related technical report in the vehicle and parts enterprises are not only has the extremely important guidance value in product development, can improve their joint participation in the enthusiasm of retrieving and dismantling scrapped automobiles, also promote our country automobile industry developed the core technology of the important support.

Recycle and dismantling scrapped automobiles enterprises can do nondestructive testing, which can also carry out a large number of key parts structure anatomy. Used for all kinds of models of fault characteristics, structure damage mechanism and fatigue life of the original accumulation of huge amounts of data is of the best sources of retrieving and dismantling scrapped automobiles such auto service industry [19]. This is why the initiative repair service industry also involved, they could understand more professional and more systematic data collected in the process of retrieving and dismantling scrapped automobiles hand from the data.

Therefore, for the auto reverse design of this database is the current scrap car recycling industry has not yet been digging "gold mine", is also based on the development of automobile industry chain of scrapped automobiles recycling industry one of the commanding heights.

6 Summary

Of retrieving and dismantling scrapped automobiles industry in China development present situation, take the sustainable development as a starting point, discusses the environmental protection laws and regulations under the constraints of industrial policy, relying on the dismantling of the high and new technology development and the coordinated development of the whole automobile industry chain strategy, also proposed the innovation for reverse design of retrieving and dismantling mass database service vehicle as the objective point of view.

In general, although "standard of automobile scrapping" has been revised for several revisions, strengthened the standardization of scrap work, but also further improvement should be made in the fields of relevant policies and regulations, strengthen law enforcement compulsory standards, improve dismantling technology and equipment level, strengthen the
standardization of the enterprise management and improve the level of specialization. The industry sustainable healthy development of resource saving, ensure traffic safety and protect the environment, improve the comprehensive benefit, to promote coordinated development of society, economy and environment is a long-term and important significance. With courage and innovation ability of enterprise, retrieving and dismantling scrapped automobiles is not only a social responsibility endowed by the circular economy is to be gold mining cities.
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